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This short story, which appeared originally in Dark Beyond the Stars: A Space Opera Anthology,

answers the question that Katherine never would: What really happened in 2092?Â The Elisi

Alliance is facing defeat in its struggle against the Lor, when Mila, an Elisi requisitions scout,

uncovers evidence of a time-altering technology that could reverse the course of the war. The

device is on XE7, a small planet Mila fears will be destroyed if pulled into the conflict. Can she

retrieve the technology without sacrificing XE7?
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I've really enjoyed all of the Chronos stories, this one was good bit I couldn't give it 5 stars. I know

it's a short story, but after wondering and waiting to see what happened in 2092.... I was

disappointed.I don't want to give anything away but....For the first half of the book I had to guess

what was going on and try to figure everything out cold turkey-wouldn't have been as big a deal if

there was a previous book that have me some context to start with. But I did get lost twice in terms

of who the person was that was telling the story...and lost on where we were at.The middle of the

story... I loved it! And felt like it was picking up with a good plot that would also shed more light on



the Chronos history. But....Suddenly this sorry story came to a very fast and frustrating end...

obviously things have changed from the beginning, but it wasn't clear how everything worked out

and what affect all this was going to have with earth as a whole.I hope Rysa plans on doing another

book to iron out the wrinkles, cause I'm thirsty for more and would love to know more about what

happens in 2092!

Mila is a proctor for the Elisi Alliance, which is on the losing end of an ongoing war with the Lor.

Desperate for an edge, they look for new planets in the hope of gaining allies and maybe even an

advantage. When Mila finds planet XE7 is exhibiting unusual readings, she is sent to investigate,

hoping she will recover something she once thought lost. But what she finds is more she ever

imagined, as they possess something that might turn the tide of the war! And what does all of this

have to do with time travel?! With strongly motivated characters, an engaging, innovative story and

a surprising ending, this is a delightful and captivating tale about a never before revealed event only

hinted at in the CHRONOS Files trilogy.I read this short story when it was originally published in

Dark Beyond the Stars: A Space Opera Anthology, an anthology filled with much more excellent

short stories about space opera just like this one!

Overall, very good book. However, it was not as good as the original CHRONOS series. I'm not

going to spoil anything, but there was no resolution! In other words, I wish that more loose ends

were tied up before the story ended. That being said, I am a huge fan of the original CHRONOS

series and can't wait to see what else Rysa comes up with!

This was very, very interesting and while at first I kept wondering how it was going to tie in with the

main series, although it made me sad, I really liked the ending.

I only started to read Rysa Walkers books the day before yesterday, and I've been reading them

nonstop since. I just can't put them down.

Quick easy read. Just wish it had a more thorough ending. Very enjoyable and definitely filled in the

gaps of her great storyline.

This was a nIce extension from the CHRONOS series. It was a short but good read. Recommend

reading CHRONOS series first.
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